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20-year migration of Saint-Domingue exiles from Haiti
New Orleans
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1952

1952

Immaculata High School opens in
Marrero Sept. 10, the first Catholic
high school in Jefferson Parish.

First Red Mass in Louisiana
celebrated at St. Louis
Cathedral, Oct. 5.

1953

1953

Archbishop Rummel issues a pastoral letter, “Blessed are the Peacemakers,” deploring
racism and ordering the desegregation of all parish activities and organizations; in 1962,
he orders the desegregation of Catholic schools in the Archdiocese of New Orleans.

1955

1956
Ozanam Inn, an
overnight shelter
for homeless men,
dedicated April 2.

traditional cultural practices
include a love of the French
language, French naming
traditions and Catholic faith.
On the other hand, being Creole in New Orleans
also means being heir to an
historical approach to race
that allowed many mixedrace children to be publicly
acknowledged as part of the
extended family.
These are historical practices that continue to shape
the beauty and complexity
of Creole identity and that
continue to interest and
intrigue many who attempt
to understand New Orleans’
past and present.
Dr. Angel Adams Parham
is an associate professor of
sociology at Loyola University
New Orleans. She is the author
of “American Routes: Racial
Palimpsests and the Transformation of Race” now available at global.oup.com under
academic/product tabs.

Bishop Robert E. Tracey, a priest of the
Archdiocese of New Orleans, consecrated
auxiliary bishop of Lafayette, March 18.

1958
Religious Sisters of the Cenacle open
Cenacle Retreat House in Metairie, June 7.

1959

1959

Our Lady of Prompt Succor School in
Chalmette opens as the first parochial
school in St. Bernard Parish.

Saint-Domingue immigration were significant. They
helped New Orleans become
the northernmost Caribbean territory by reinforcing
its already creolized culture.
In their wake, the Creole
language, the voodoo cult
and a strongly Caribbean folk
culture enriched the culture of
New Orleans.
Because the immigrants had
maintained connections with
the exiled diaspora, and with
Spanish or British colonials
they had met and befriended
during their stay in Cuba or
Jamaica, they were the main
actors of the development
of exchanges of populations,
goods, ideas, cultures. They
made New Orleans a landmark of the greater Caribbean.
Nathalie Dessens is a professor of American History at the
University of Toulouse.

